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Introduction
Tropical forests contain some of the greatest diversity of tree 

species in the world, making them vital for the maintenance of the 
planet’s biodiversity. In tropical ecosystems, the diversity of tree 
species provides habitats and environmental conditions necessary 
for the survival of thousands of species of animals and plants.1 As a 
result of indiscriminate harvesting, the advancement of agriculture, 
and urban sprawl, these ecosystems are among the most devastated 
in the world; the destruction of this habitat has become synonymous 
with species loss.2 The survival of tropical species is thus dependent 
on their ability to persist in fragmented landscapes or isolated nature 
reserves.

Pollen and seed flow are among the most important factors that 
influence the genetic structure of tree species.3‒5 Forest fragmentation 

spatially isolates the remaining stands which may result in decreased 
pollen and seed flow among tree populations.3,6−9 Furthermore, genetic 
diversity may be reduced due to restricted gene flow, genetic drift, and 
increased rates of correlated mating and mating among related trees.7,10 
Thus, mitigating the genetic effects of forest fragmentation depends 
critically on gene flow; if limited, it can be highly detrimental in the 
long term for remaining populations11 because the genetic connectivity 
conferred by gene flow maintains the levels of genetic diversity4 and 
the effective size of spatially isolated populations.7,9 As such, there has 
been an increased interest in quantifying the consequences of forest 
fragmentation on plant population genetics. Restricted gene flow and 
loss of genetic diversity resulting from forest fragmentation has been 
reported in many studies on tree species.7,12−17

Molecular genetic studies have become an integral part of 
forest fragmentation analyses as they provide crucial information 
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Abstract

The intense process of deforestation in tropical regions has resulted in the fragmentation 
of most native forests. The effects of fragmentation on genetic diversity and effective 
population size of tree species depends in large part on the level of gene flow among 
remnant populations. The main objective of this study was to use microsatellite loci to 
investigate the impact of spatial isolation caused by forest fragmentation on pollen and seed 
flow in a population of the tropical tree Genipa americana. We also investigate the genetic 
diversity, inbreeding, and spatial genetic structure (SGS) in adults, regenerants, and open-
pollinated seeds. In the studied fragment, all adult trees were mapped, sexed, and sampled. 
We also mapped and sampled regenerants and collected open-pollinated seeds during 
two reproductive events. Using parentage analysis, we detected a minimum immigration 
of pollen at 6% and seeds at 4% and pollen and seeds were dispersed in a pattern of 
isolation by distance. We found variation in female and male fertility, with the largest 
females mothering more regenerants and the largest males fathering more seeds. We found 
significant SGS for adults and regenerants; the SGS in adults resulted in regenerants and 
seeds produced through mating among relatives (20-40%), which explains the inbreeding 
detected in all samples. Our results indicate genetic connectivity between the fragment and 
other populations, possibly due to insect pollination and seed dispersal vectors (barochory, 
hydrochory, and zoochory by mammals). We discuss our results in terms of in and ex situ 
conservation.

Highlights

a. The population spatial isolation by forest fragmentation not resulted in genetic 
isolation.

b. Seed and pollen flow can reduce the negative impacts of genetic drift.

c. Pollen and seeds are dispersal in a pattern of isolation by distance.

d. Largest female and male trees generate more descendants.

e. Adults and regenerants are spatially genetic structured.

f. The population can be a source for seed collection for ex situ genetic conservation and 
environmental reforestation programs. 

Keywords: forest fragmentation, gene flow, microsatellite loci, parentage analysis, 
tropical trees 
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for a detailed understanding of the impact of fragmentation on 
remaining populations. This, in turn, allows for the definition of 
appropriate strategies for in situ and Ex situ conservation, as well as 
seed collection strategies for environmental restoration.14 Parentage 
analysis based on data from microsatellite loci is a direct method 
for inferring contemporary gene flow mediated by pollen and seeds 
in plants, allowing us to estimate pollen and seed immigration, 
dispersal distance and patterns, pollination neighbor area, variations 
in male and female fertility, and the out crossing rate in a population, 
among other parameters.5,18−20 Such studies based on samples from 
regenerants, such as seedlings and juveniles, allow us to estimate the 
realized pollen and seed flow and dispersal patterns, and based on 
open pollinated seeds, the effective pollen dispersal distance.18,21

In this context, we investigated a small Genipa Americana L. 
(Rubiacea) population to determine the effects of spatial isolation 
on genetic diversity, inbreeding, spatial genetic structure (SGS), 
pollen and seed flow and dispersal distance and patterns. There is no 
information about distance pollen and seed dispersal patterns in the 
species, which are important factors in predicting the dynamics of plant 
populations and are the basis for designating conservation strategies 
in fragmented environments.22 The analysis focused on microsatellite 
markers in order to propose strategies for conservation of the studied 
remnant. We specifically answered the following questions: 

i. Has the spatial isolation of the population due to forest 
fragmentation resulted in pollen and seed flow isolation?

ii. What are the distance and patterns of pollen and seed dispersal 
within the forest fragment? 

iii. Are the distance and patterns of effective pollen dispersal 
different between reproductive events? 

iv. Are there differences in the levels of genetic diversity, 
inbreeding, and SGS in the pre-fragmentation (adults) and 
post-fragmentation generations (seeds and regenerants)? 

Material and methods
Study species

Genipa Americana is a slow growing, semi-deciduous, dioecious 
tree that is found throughout tropical America.23 Adult individuals can 
reach 8 to 14 m in height and up to 60cm in diameter at breast height 
(dbh). Pollination occurs by bees, such as Bombus morio, Epicharis 
rustica flava, Apis mellifera, Trigona truculent, Augochlora sp, and 
Tetragonisca augustula.23−25 Seed dispersal occurs by barochory, 
hydrochory, and zoochory by mammals, such as the monkeys Cebus 
epetku and Callicebus personatus.23−25 Female trees produce large 
quantities of viable seeds annually (>100 seeds per fruit) and the 
species presents a high population density in the study area (>1 tree/
ha).

Study site

The study was conducted in the Mata da Figueira (22º16’S, 
47º11’W, mean altitude 600m), a small forest fragment (7.2ha) of 
riparian semi-deciduous, mesophytic plateau forest (Figure 1), in São 
Paulo State, Brazil. Currently, the forest is surrounded by agriculture 
(sugarcane, Eucalyptus) and pasture. The soils are classified as 
flood plain types LVa and LE (Hydromorphic), and are subject to 
periodic flooding. The climate is Cwa and characterized as humid and 
Mesothermal, with mean monthly temperatures varying from 14.3 to 
24.6º C.26 

Figure 1 Spatial distribution of adult trees and regenerants of Genipa 
americana in the Mata da Figueira.

Sampling

All 187 adult trees (density of 25 trees/ha) found in the forest 
fragment were sampled (Cambial tissue), mapped (using a GPS-III, 
USA), sexed, and measured for dbh (11-70cm, mean of 31.2±12.4cm 
±standard deviation, SD). Based on their dbh, it is likely that many 
of the adult trees are remnants of the pre-fragmentation population 
as fragmentation occurred about 30years ago. Female and male 
trees were identified during the fruiting period, creating a sample 
of 138 males and 49 females. We also sampled (leaf tissue), mapped, 
and measured the total height (H) of 143 regenerants (0.4-10m, 
mean±SD: 2.4±2.2m). The regenerants represent individuals that 
were established post-fragmentation. Additionally, open-pollinated 
seeds were collected from 13 seed trees during the reproductive event 
in 2010 and 12seed trees during the reproductive event in 2011. We 
collected four fruits per tree, one at each of the cardinal points (North, 
South, East, and West). Seeds were germinated separately by fruit 
and seed tree and 15 to 25seeds per fruit were obtained for genetic 
analysis, totalling 936 and 967 seeds in 2010 and 2011, respectively. 

Microsatellite genotyping

DNA was extracted from the cambial tissue of adult trees using 
the method described by.27 From regenerants and germinated seeds, 
DNA was extracted from leaf tissue using the method described by.28 
Six primers developed for the species were used in the study: Gam01, 
Gam02, Gam06, Gam11, Gam24, and Gam41.29 These primers present 
Mendelian segregation and are not linked.30 In the statistical analysis, 
we only used individuals genotyped for at least five loci (187 adults, 
108 regenerants, 870 seeds from 2010, and 956 seeds from 2011).

Analysis of genetic diversity and inbreeding

Genetic diversity for adults, regenerants, and seeds from the 
two reproductive events were averaged across all loci for the 
following indexes: allelic richness ( )R , observed ( )

o
H and expected 

heterozygosity according to Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium ( )
e

H
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. The presence of private alleles was determined by comparing all 
sample types: adults, regenerants, and seeds from 2010 and 2011. 
The presence of inbreeding was assessed using the fixation index, 

1 ( / )o eF H H= − .31 The statistical significance of ( )F  values was 
tested using 1,000 Monte Carlo permutations of alleles between 
individuals. All analyses were performed using the FSTAT program.32 
Because each plant within a family receives at least one maternal 
allele, the fixation index within families ( )F can be biased due to an 
overestimation of gene frequencies of maternal alleles in comparison 
to the true gene frequencies of these alleles in the parental population. 
An overestimation of gene frequencies results in an overestimation 
of the expected heterozygosity under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium 

2
11 k

e iiH p== −∑ , where 2
ip  is the frequency of the i th−  allele,31 

because alleles with a high frequency contribute more to the estimate 
of eH  than alleles with low frequencies. Thus, eH was estimated using 
the gene frequencies of the pollen parents, calculated using MLTR.33 
The observed heterozygosity ( )

o
H  was calculated by family with the 

FSTAT program.32 The frequency of null alleles ( )Null was estimated 
for adults, regenerants, and seeds using the INEST program.34

Analysis of spatial genetic structure (SGS)

We assessed the SGS for adults and regenerants separately based on 
the co ancestry coefficient ( )

xy
θ  between pairs of trees, as described 

in,35 for ten distance classes of 25m (ranging from 0 to 250m). To 
obtain the statistical significance of the co ancestry coefficient xyθ
we compared the limits of the confidence interval at 95% probability 
(95% CI) of the mean xyθ  for each distance class, calculated by 1,000 
Monte Carlo permutations of individuals between distance classes. 
The co ancestry coefficient and the standard error were estimated 
using the SPAGEDI 1.3 program.36 To compare SGS between adults 
and regenerants, we calculated the Sp  statistic:37 1(1 )kSp b θ=− − , 
where 1θ  is the co ancestry coefficient calculated between all pairs of 

individuals in the first distance class, and kb is the regression slope of 

the coancestry coefficient on the logarithm of spatial distance between 
individuals (0-150m). To test the statistical significance of the SGS, 
the spatial position of each individual was permutated 1,000 times to 
obtain the frequency distribution of kb  under the null hypothesis that 

1θ  and in ( )xyd  are not correlated.

Analysis of variance effective population size of adults

We calculated the variance effective population size ( )Ne of the 
adults following.38 The sample variance in gene frequencies between 
generations from genetic drift in a population is 2 (1 )

pi
p pi iσ = − Θ , 

where pi  is the frequency of i-th allele and Θ  is the group co ancestry 
of the population. The sample variance in gene frequencies of a 
population without inbreeding and relatedness is 2 (1 )/2 epi

p p Ni iσ = −

. Thus, eN  can be estimated using a reference population in which 
there is no inbreeding and relatedness, making both equations for 2

pi
σ  

equal, one in a population with inbreeding and relatedness among 
individuals and the other without: 

(1 )(1 )
2 e

p pi ip pi i N
−

− Θ= ,

(1 )
2 (1 )1

e
p pi iN
p pi

−
=

− Θ
,

Thus, 0.5/eN = Θ  .

The mean group co ancestry ( )Θ was estimated as 

2 2
1 1 1 1 1/4 /4 /2

n n nn n nf f fm m m
f f m m fmx y x x y mn n n nfθ θ θ= = = = =Θ= + +∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

, where fθ , mθ  
and fmθ  are the co ancestry coefficient between 

females, males, and females and males, respectively; and fn  and mn  
are the number of female and male trees.39 The pair wise co ancestry 
coefficients were also calculated using SPAGEDI. We estimated the 
relation between eN  and the number of sampled individuals ( )n as

eN n .

Parentage analysis

The parentage analysis of regenerants and seeds from reproductive 
events in 2010 and 2011 were carried out using CERVUS 3.0.40 
This program was also used to determine the theoretical power of 
non-exclusion of the parent pair ( )

p
P , and combined probability 

of genetic identity ( )
i

Q , using only the adults in the calculations. 

The cryptic gene flow for regenerants ( )
gf

C , or the probability of 
finding a mother and father within the population when the true male 
and female parents are outside of the population, was calculated as:

1 (1 )n
gf pC P= − − , where n  is the number of candidates for father and 

mother.41 The cryptic pollen flow of open-pollinated seeds, or the 
probability of finding a father within the population when the true 
father is outside the population, was calculated from the probability 
of detecting immigrant pollen grains ( )d , given a local population of 
candidate pollen donors: ( )mfΘ .42 The parameter d  was calculated 
as 11 t

i id h=∑= − , using the POLLEN FLOW program,42 where 
i

h  
is the frequency of local pollen grain i  in the background population 
(the idealized population in which all reproductive trees could 
pollinate any of the seed trees of the sampled population), and t  
is the total number of distinct local pollen grains.43 The parentage 
analysis was based on the multilocus genotype of 187 adult trees, 
including 49 females and 138 males, 108 regenerants, and 870 and 
956 open-pollinated seeds collected in 2010 and 2011, respectively. 
To determine the putative mother and father of the regenerants, 
all female and male trees were considered candidates for maternal 
and paternal parents. To determine the putative fathers of the open-
pollinated seeds, only male trees were included in the analysis. The 
paternity and maternity of the regenerants and the paternity of the 
open-pollinated seeds was determined based on a simple parentage 
exclusion test, and did not include regenerants and seeds genotyped 
for less than five loci. The parentage analysis was estimated using 
only the estimated allelic frequencies for adults, as suggested by.44 
Regenerants and seeds with more than one possible parent pair were 
considered as non-immigrants, but excluded from the estimation of 
pollen and seed dispersal distance to avoid bias in the estimates. To 
confirm if the assigned parents of regenerants were true relatives, we 
used the SPAGEDI to estimate the co ancestry coefficient between 
regenerants and their putative mothers and regenerants and putative 
fathers. The expected co ancestry between an offspring and mother 
or father is 0.25. We also used SPAGEDI to estimate the co ancestry 
between the assigned mother and father ( )

mf
Θ of regenerants and 

seeds ( )
mf

Θ . A value of 0.125mfΘ ≥  was assumed to indicate 
mating among relatives, with the out crossing rate between relatives 
estimated as: /r rt n n= , where rn  is the number of regenerants and 
seeds originating from mating among related individuals, and n  is 
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the number of sampled genotypes for at least five loci. For regenerate 
and seeds assigned as originating from mating among relatives, we 
used SPAGEDI to estimate the fixation index ( )

r
F . 

Seed flow (b)  was calculated as the proportion of regenerate that 
had no determined female and male parents within the population, 
while pollen flow was the proportion of regenerate that had no 
determined male parent within the population: /ib n n= , where is 

in  is the number of immigrant seeds or pollen and n  is the total 
number of regenerants sampled. For open pollinated seeds, the pollen 
flow was calculated as the proportion of seeds that had no determined 
pollen parent within the population in relation to total seeds sampled. 
For these seeds, the estimate of the non-biased immigration rate of 
pollen was calculated from the probability of detecting one immigrant 
pollen grain (d)  in paternity analysis, based on a local population of 
candidate pollen donors: /m b d= .42 The standard error of pollen 
immigration [SE(m)]  was estimated as SE(m) (1 b)/( )bn= − .43 As 
all regenerants and male and female adults sampled were mapped 
(coordinates x and y), the mean, median, minimum, maximum distance 
and standard deviation ( )SD of seed dispersal, were calculated as the 
distance between regenerants and their putative mothers, determined 
by parentage analysis. The mean, median, minimum, maximum 
distance and standard deviation of pollen dispersal was calculated 
as the distance between the mother and the father, as determined by 
paternity analysis. The distance of pollen and seed dispersal ( )D  was 
calculated by the Euclidean distance between two points. To determine 
if reproductive success was a function of the distance between the 
female and male trees, we compared the frequency distribution of 
the effective pollen dispersal distances from 2010 and 2011 with 
the frequency distribution of the distances between male and female 
trees using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.45 This test was also used to 
verify if the pattern of dispersal of pollen in the reproductive event of 
2010 was different than in 2011. The effective pollination neighbor 

area (A )
ep

 was calculated assuming a circular area around a central 

seed-tree as 2A 2
ep p

πσ= , 46 where 2

p
σ  is the axial variance of pollen 

dispersal, which corresponds to the area where 63% of pollen donors 
who crossed with a seed tree are located. The Spearman ranking 
coefficient of correlation ( )r , estimated with the SAS program,47 was 
used to verify if the distance among the assigned parents is associated 
with the frequency of generated seeds or regenerants. We also used 

 0.00 8( 6 )4pP =  to verify whether fertility of female and male trees, 
represented by the frequency of regenerants or seeds, was associated 
with dbh. 

Results
Genetic diversity and fixation index

From the total sample of 2,121 individuals (adults, regenerants, 
and seeds from 2010 and 2011), we detected 72 alleles. The total 
number of alleles ( )k  ranged among samples from 38 to 62 alleles 
(Table 1). Comparing adults and regenerants, and adults and seeds 
from 2010 and 2011, 18 alleles were private to regenerants, 5 were 
private to seeds of 2010, and 10 to seeds of 2011, suggesting pollen 
and/or seed immigration. Based on the t-test, allelic richness (R)  
was significantly higher (P=0.006) in adults than regenerants. The 
fixation index (F)  was significantly greater than zero for all samples 
(ranging from 0.14 to 0.32), suggesting inbreeding in all generations. 
Null alleles ( )Null  were detected at low frequencies in all loci of 
adults, regenerants, and seeds of 2010 and 2011, ranging among loci 
and samples from 0.001 to 0.133 (data not show). The low frequency 
suggests that null alleles did not significantly bias our estimates of F
and parentage analysis. The F  value was significantly lower in adults 
than regenerants (P=0.017), seeds from 2010 (P=0.050), and seeds 
from 2011 (P=0.022).

Table 1 Genetic diversity and fixation index ( F ) in adults, regenerants, and seeds from 2010 and 2011

Sample n k ) (R SD ( ) 
o

H SD ( )
e

H SD F ( )SD

Adults 187 62 8.8 (0.9)A 0.50 (0.20)A 0.58 (0.20)A 0.14 (0.11)*A

Regenerants 108 38 6.3 (1.4)B 0.38 (0.17)A 0.55 (0.18)A 0.32 (0.14)*B

Seeds: 2010 870 50 7.1 (2.7)A 0.48 (0.19)A 0.65 (0.22)A 0.28 (0.09)*B

Seeds: 2011 956 60 8.3 (2.4)A 0.54 (0.08)A 0.77 (0.02)A 0.29 (0.10)*B

F ( )SD =sample size; k =total number of alleles; R =allelic richness for 108 individuals genotyped with six loci; oH =observed heterozygosity; eH =expected 
heterozygosity; SD=standard deviation; 95%CI=95% confidence interval; *P<0.05; Different letters indicate that the mean values are significantly different based 
on a t-test.

Intrapopulation spatial genetic structure (SGS)

We found significant SGS up to approximately 125m for adults 
and 75m for regenerants, with values falling to non-significant or 
significantly (P<0.05) lower than zero in the other distance classes; 
a typical pattern of isolation by distance (Figure 2). The co ancestry 
coefficient 

1
( )θ  estimated in the first distance class (0-25m) was 

significantly higher than zero in adults (0.0162, P<0.01) and 
regenerants (0.0327, P<0.01). The regression slope for the co ancestry 
coefficient between pairs of individuals on the logarithm of spatial 
distance between individuals ( )

k
b  was significantly lower (P<0.01) 

than zero in adults (mean ± standard error: -0.0054±0.0031) and 

regenerants (-0.0152±0.0073), which confirms the dispersal pattern 
of isolation by distance. The intensity of SGS was lower in adults 
(Sp=0.0060) than regenerants (Sp=0.0157). 

Effective population size for adults

The mean pair wise co ancestry coefficient among pair wise 
females ( )

f
Θ , males ( )

m
Θ , and males and females ( )

fm
Θ  was 

0.0028, 0.0494, and 0.0001, respectively, resulting in a low group 
co ancestry 0.0 2( )12=Θ . The 187 adult trees correspond to an 
effective population size of 41 unrelated and non-inbred individuals

( 41 / 187 0.22)eN N = = .
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Figure 2 Correlograms of the mean co ancestry coefficient ( )
xy

θ for eleven 

distance classes of Genipa americana adults (A) and regenerants (B). The 
continuous line represents the mean estimated coancestry coefficient. The 
dashed lines represent the confidence interval at 95% of the distribution of 
the mean

xy
θ .

Realized pollen and seed flow and dispersal distance 
and patterns for regenerants

The combined probability of genetic identity for adults 
 0.0000( 9 )4 8

i
Q =  and the combined non-exclusion probability 

of the parent pair  0.00 8( 6 )4
p

P =  were low, indicating that the 
genotypes are unique and that the set of loci used is sufficient to 
determine parentage of the regenerants. Of the 108 regenerants, at 
least one maternal tree was found for 104 individuals and a paternal 
tree for 101 individuals, indicating a limited rate of realized seed 
(0.04) and pollen (0.06) flow (Table 2). However, the estimate of 
cryptic seed and pollen flow ( )

gf
C  was 0.20 and 0.48, respectively, 

suggesting that some regenerants may have been incorrectly assigned 
parentage within the fragment. To confirm the maternal and paternal 
assignments, we estimated the mean pair wise co ancestry coefficient 
between assigned mothers and regenerants (0.289±0.166, ±standard 
deviation) and fathers and regenerants (0.332±0.145, ±standard 
deviation). These values are higher than the minimum expected 
value between parents and offspring (0.25), suggesting that the 
assigned parents are correct. The regenerants with assigned parentage 
originated from 26 of the 49 female trees (53%) and 43 of the 138 
male trees (31%). No significant association (P>0.05) was detected 
between dbh of females determined as mother trees and frequency 
of regenerants produced  0 )9( .0r = , nor between the dbh of males 
determined as putative fathers and frequency of regenerants produced 

 0 )0( .0r = .However, when the frequencies of adults were grouped 
within four dbh classes (20, 30, 40, and >40cm), the coefficient of 
correlation  0.93,   0. )05(r P= < detected that larger females 
produced more regenerants. In contrast, the dbh of the males is not 
associated with fertility  0.18,   0. )05(r P= > . Assuming m( )  
as an indicator of mating among related parents ( )

r
Θ , we found 

43 related parent pairs assigned by parentage analysis and a rate 
of mating among relatives of 40%. The mean co ancestry between 
related parents (0.265) suggests that they are likely to be full-
sibs (0.25). However, the estimate of the fixation index of inbred 
regenerants 0 40( ).

r
F =  was higher than that expected (0.265). The 

mean realized seed dispersal distance (203 m) was similar to the mean 
realized pollen dispersal distance (213 m); however, both the median 
seed (180 m) and pollen (196 m) dispersal distances were lower 
than the mean, suggesting an isolation by distance pattern of gene 
dispersal (Table 2, Figure 3). Using a Spearman ranking correlation, 
the correlation ( )r  between distance from the assigned mother tree 
and regenerants (-0.71, P<0.05) and distance between the assigned 
mother and father and regenerants (-0.78, P<0.05) were significantly 
negative and high. These results indicate that seeds were established 
near to the mother and mating generally occurred between near 
neighbor trees. Using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the comparison 
between the frequency distribution curve of realized pollen dispersal 
and the frequency distribution curve of the distance between all 
female and male trees suggests that these are not statistically different 
(  0.034;   D 0.05P= > , Figure 3). Thus, the distance between males 
and females explains the realized pollen dispersal. 

Table 2 Estimate of seed and pollen flow and distance, mean coancestry coefficient, and rate of mating among relatives

Index Regenerants:
Seeds

Regenerants:
Pollen

Seeds 2010:
Pollen

Seeds 2011:
Pollen

Sample size > 4 loci: n 108 108 870 956

Sample size not assigned: in 4 7 63 256

Gene flow: /ib n n= 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.27

Probability of an immigrant pollen grain: d - - 0.508 0.766

Unbiased cryptic gene flow: gfC 0.20 0.48 0.49 0.23

Unbiased gene flow: ( )m SE m± - - 0.14 ± 0.03 0.35 ± 0.01

Sample size assigned for one parent: wn 100 97 700 550

https://doi.org/10.15406/freij.2017.01.00003
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Index Regenerants:
Seeds

Regenerants:
Pollen

Seeds 2010:
Pollen

Seeds 2011:
Pollen

Coancestry between related males-females: rΘ 0.27 - 0.24 0.27

Rate of mating among relatives: rt
0.40 - 0.38 0.28

Fixation index for inbred individuals: ( ) ep
A ha

0.40 - 0.21 0.36

Mean dispersal distance: D  (SD)(m) 203 (124) 213 (134) 207 (121) 166 (90)

Median dispersal distance (m) 180 196 200 157

Minimum/maximum distance (m) 31/547 12/562 6/527 14/402

Effective pollination neighbor area: ( ) epA ha - 11.2 9.2 5.1

( )SE m = standard error of pollen flow; SD = standard deviation.

Figure 3 Realized pollen and seed dispersal distance (A), and effective pollen 
dispersal distance (B) for the reproductive events in 2010 and 2011.

Effective pollen flow, dispersal and pattern for open-
pollinated seeds

Of the 870 and 956 genotyped seeds sampled from the reproductive 
events in 2010 and 2011, 63 and 256 seeds, respectively, were not 
assigned to any male within the forest fragment, indicating a pollen 
immigration rate ( )b  of 0.07 and 0.27, respectively (Table 2). Of the 
remaining 803 and 700 seeds from 2010 and 2011, 700 and 550 seeds 
were assigned to a single male tree as pollen donor within the forest 
fragment. Of the 138 identified male trees, 97(70%) produced seeds 
in 2010 and 87 (63%) in 2011. However, the mean probability that 
an immigrant pollen grain has a detectable father genotype inside the 
fragment ( )gfC  was 0.508 for seeds from 2010 and 0.766 for seeds 
from 2011, resulting in a mean cryptic pollen flow ( )

gf
C  of 0.49 and 

0.23, respectively. These results indicate that gfC  may have biased the 
pollen flow estimates found using the CERVUS. The mean unbiased 
rate of pollen flow into the fragment m( ) in seed trees from 2010 
was 0.14 and a seed of 2011 was 0.35. Using a Spearman correlation

 0.59,  0.05)(r P= < , no significant association (P>0.05) was detected 
between the dbh of the assigned fathers and the frequency of seeds 
they produced in 2010 (0.12) and 2011 (0.11). However, when the 
frequencies of seeds were grouped in four dbh classes of the putative 
fathers (20, 30, 40, and >40cm), the correlation detected that larger 
males generated more seeds in both 2010  0.60,   0.05)(r P= <  and 
2011  0.59,   0.05)(r P= < . 

Assuming ( 0.041;  0. )250D P= =  as an indicator of mating 
among related parents ( )rΘ , the mean co ancestry between the 
seed trees and assigned fathers in 2010 was 0.236 and in 2011 was 
0.271, indicating a rate of mating among relatives of 0.38 and 0.28, 
respectively. The fixation index of inbred seeds ( )

r
F  from 2010 

(0.21) and 2011 (0.36) was similar to that expected in 2010 (0.236) 
and lower than expected in 2011 (0.271). The mean distance of pollen 
dispersal in 2010 (207m) and 2011 (166m) was lower than the median 
(200 and 157m, respectively), again indicating a pattern of isolation 
by distance. Similarly, the correlation coefficient ( )r  for the distance 
between seed trees and putative fathers was significantly negative 
(P<0.05) and high in 2010 (-0.86) and 2011 (-0.90), indicating that 
mating occurred predominantly among female and male trees located 
in close proximity. The comparison between the distribution curve of 
frequencies of pollen dispersal and the frequency curve of distance 
between the female and male trees, using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test, was not statistically different in 2010 ( 0.041;   0. )250D P= =
, but was statistically different in 2011 ( ( 41)eN = , Figure 3b). 
Therefore, the distance between female and male trees explains the 
pollen dispersal pattern in the population in 2010, but not in 2011. 
Furthermore, the comparison between the frequency distribution 
curve of pollen dispersal in 2010 and 2011 indicate that these are 
statistically different (  0.179;   0.001PD = < , Figure 3b). The 
effective pollination neighbor area 

ep
A( )  estimated for regenerants 

was higher (11.2 ha) than that estimated for the seeds from 2010 (9.2 
ha) and 2011 (5.1 ha). 
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Discussion
Genetic diversity and inbreeding

The studied population presents higher allelic richness ( )R  and 
lower fixation index F( )  in adults than regenerants. Furthermore, 
although inbreeding was detected in all samples, it was lower in 
adults than in the post-fragmentation ontogenetic stages (regenerants 
and seeds). These results suggest that not only did regenerants suffer 
a decrease in genetic diversity likely due to genetic drift, but mating 
among relatives also produced more inbreeding in post fragmentation 
generations than the pre-fragmentation stage (adults). Increases in 
inbreeding in post-fragmentation stages have been detected in other 
tree species, such as Fagus sylvatica,48 Araucaria angustifolia,49 and 
Copaifera langsdorffii.15 However, the significantly lower level of 
inbreeding in adults than subsequent generations suggests selection 
against inbred individuals between early developmental and adult life 
stages. Thus, due to the fact that inbreeding can result in inbreeding 
depression, leading to lower survival of inbred individuals, the 
observed inbreeding in post-fragmentation generations will likely 
diminish when the regenerants reach adulthood. Inbreeding depression 
has been well documented in tree species,50−52 and likely occurs in G. 
Americana. 

Spatial genetic structure (SGS)

The spatial distribution of adult genotypes (125m) in the fragment 
reflects historic seed and pollen dispersal, while the regenerants (75m) 
represent the movement of genes in the recent past (<30years). Our 
results for SGS suggest that seeds were dispersed and established 
near to mother trees, in a typical dispersal pattern of isolation by 
distance (Figure 2). The regeneration of seeds near to the mother 
tree due to short distance seed dispersal by barochory is likely the 
main cause of SGS. The high frequency of mating between proximal 
male and female trees may also contribute to SGS due to the fact that 
seed and pollen dispersal distances measured in regenerants were 
similar (Table 2). However, the  0.0 0( )0 1fm=Θ  statistic indicates 
that the extent of SGS is lower in adults (0.0060) than regenerants 
(0.0157), with a lower mean pair wise co ancestry coefficient in 
the first distance class (0-25 m) for adults 

1
 0. )2( 016θ = than 

regenerants 
1

 0. )7( 032θ = , suggesting an increase in relatedness 

in new generations of the population. The higher co ancestry among 
regenerants may be explained by the fact that they represent recent 
seed and pollen dispersal and adults represent historical dispersal that 
occurred more than 30 years ago. Therefore, stochastic factors such 
as predation, disease, and random mortality, and deterministic factors 
such as natural selection, may influence the difference between SGS 
across life stages. Similar results were observed in other tropical tree 
populations occurring in forest fragments, including Myracroduon 
urundeuva,12 C. Langsdorffii,14 and Castanopsis sclerophylla.17 

Effective population size

The low mean co ancestry coefficient estimated between male 
and female trees  0.0 0( )0 1

fm
=Θ  indicates that if mating is random, 

low levels of inbreeding would be expected in descent generations 
(juveniles and seeds) from mating among relatives. However, mating 
was not random as it occurred at high frequencies between near-
neighbor individuals that are related due to SGS, thus resulting in 
substantial mating among relatives (minimum rt  of 0.28). Using the 
MLTR program, we also found high rates of mating among relatives 

( )m st t−  for seeds from 2010 (0.24) and 2011 (0.37).53 Thus, non-
random mating, resulting in out crossing among related individuals, 
can explain these levels of inbreeding. Due to inbreeding in the 
adult population  0.14F( = ) and SGS, the effective population size 
of the adults was lower than the census number  0.22eN N( = )
. Consequently, the reproductive population has a low effective 
population size ( 41)

e
N = . This value is much lower than that 

required (50) for short term genetic conservation.54 The ( )rΘ  can be 
increased by gene flow because immigrant seeds and pollen introduce 
genotypes and alleles from individuals that are likely unrelated to 
those in the present population, thus decreasing relatedness. Genetic 
interconnection with other populations through gene flow is therefore 
necessary to increase the eN of future generations of this population 
for in situ conservation.

Gene flow

The studied G. Americana population is not genetically isolated 
due to both pollen (6-27%) and seed flow (4%) from outside 
populations. Furthermore, these values are likely underestimates due 
to the high probability of cryptic gene flow. Gene flow through pollen 
and seeds results in the introduction of new alleles and genotypes 
into populations, as detected here in the regenerants and seeds. It is a 
critical factor in increasing genetic diversity and effective population 
size, which can improve the evolutionary potential of the population, 
since these immigrant allele and genotypes are likely not identical by 
descent to the receiving population. The immigration of pollen and 
seeds into the study area can be explained by the existence of other 
populations located along the river (at a distance of approximately 
1.5km) and the fact that this species is pollinated mostly by bees, 
which have the potential to transport nectar and pollen over long 
distances (up to 2 km).55,56 

Our results also show lower levels of seed than pollen flow and 
annual variation in pollen flow. Lower seed than pollen immigration 
in tree populations occurring in forest fragments has been reported in 
other studies with tropical tree species.3,7 Thus, seed immigration in 
general is more restricted than pollen immigration in forest fragment 
populations.

Distance and patterns of realized seed dispersal

Our results showed a high frequency of seed dispersal at short 
distances from the maternal tree (mean of 203m), in a typical pattern 
of isolation by distance (IBD): 58% of seeds were dispersed up to 
200m, although the maximum dispersal distance reached up to 547 m 
(Table 2). Besides seed dispersal by barochory, G. Americana seeds 
are also dispersed by monkeys,25 bats, and some rodents.23 Our results 
suggest that these vectors disperse seeds in close proximity to the seed 
trees, which explains the significant SGS detected in both adults and 
regenerants of the population. The seeds may also be dispersed by 
hydrochory, due to the occurrence of floods in the populations along 
the Mogi Guaçú River during the rainy season,24 which may also 
explain seed immigration. Seed dispersal following the IBD pattern 
seems to be consistent across several tropical tree species. 

Distance and patterns of pollen dispersal

The estimated pollen dispersal distance was different between 
reproductive events. The mean pollen dispersal distance was similar 
between regenerants (213 m) and seeds from 2010 (207 m), but 
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different from the 2011 seeds (166 m). The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
also showed that the pattern of pollen dispersal was different between 
the studied reproductive events. The effective pollination neighbor 
area ( )

ep
A was also higher in regenerants (11.2 ha) and seeds of 

2010 (9.2 ha) than seeds from 2011 (5.1 ha). The pollen dispersal 
distance and 

ep
A

 
are obviously underestimated due to the rate of 

pollen immigration from outside the population, especially for the 
reproductive event in 2011 (35%). The difference between the pattern 
of realized pollen dispersal in the regenerants and seeds from 2011 may 
be explained by stochastic factors, such as predation and mortality, 
and deterministic factors, such as natural selection eliminating inbred 
individuals. The difference in the pattern of effective pollen dispersal 
between seeds in 2010 and 2011 could be explained by the individual 
annual variation in flowering penology between male and female 
trees, behavior of pollinators, deterministic factors, and/or all of these 
factors combined.

The pollen dispersal pattern identified in the regenerants and 
seeds tended toward IBD, since the mean pollen dispersal distance 
was always lower than the median and there is a strong association 
between the distance frequency among maternal and paternal trees. 
This pattern of pollen dispersal is common in high density, animal 
pollinated tropical tree species.3,7 Thus, mating is not random and 
in general occurs between near neighbor trees. This pollen dispersal 
pattern, associated with SGS in the adults, results in mating among 
related individuals (28-40%) and can explain the inbreeding ( )

r
F  

detected in the regenerants (0.40) and seeds from 2010(0.21) and 
2011(0.36). 

The coefficient of inbreeding generated by mating among relatives 
is equal to the co ancestry coefficient between crossed parents.39 The 
mean co ancestry coefficients between the maternal and paternal 
trees identified as related parents ( )

r
Θ  of the regenerants (0.27) and 

seeds from 2010 (0.24) and 2011 (0.27), were similar to that expected 
for full-sibs (0.25), but different from

r
F . The difference between 

the observed ( )
r

F  and expected ( rΘ ) inbreeding likely occurred 

because inbreeding was not assessed using genealogical analysis 
of the pedigree of the parents, but estimated using genetic markers. 
Estimations of inbreeding and relatedness using genetic markers is not 
easy because their accuracy is affected by polymorphism of the loci 
in terms of number of loci, number of alleles, and gene frequencies.57 
The indices 

r
F  and 

r
Θ  were estimated from only six microsatellite 

loci and are therefore subject to plant genome sampling errors. 

Variation in male and female fertility

Our results showed that more regenerants originated from females 
with higher dbh and more seeds from the two reproductive events 
were produced by males with higher dbh. It is possible that the female 
trees with larger dbh produce more fruits and males with larger dbh 
produce more flowers, thus increasing the likelihood that offspring 
of the largest female trees become established in the population and 
large male trees fertilize more female trees. The effect of dbh on 
male fertility may be associated with the fact that larger tree canopies 
provide insects with easier access to the flowers.58 The increased male 
reproductive success of larger trees has also been detected in other 
studies on tree species.41,59 

Implications for conservation genetics

Genipa americana is a tropical species that is under threat of 
extinction and analyses of pollen and seed dispersal are crucial in 

developing strategies aimed at the in situ and Ex situ conservation of 
the species. Our results indicate that while the population is spatially 
isolated, it is not genetically isolated. We found immigration of seeds 
and pollen, which may help reduce the negative impacts of genetic 
drift, increase the genetic diversity through immigration of new alleles 
and genotypes, and consequently increase the effective population 
size. Thus, our results suggest that this population may be a source 
for seed collection for ex situ genetic conservation and environmental 
reforestation programs. To reduce the likelihood of seed collection 
from related female trees, we suggest that seeds are collected from 
trees located at least 125m apart, which is the maximum distance of 
significant SGS for adults. However, this will not avoid collection of 
seeds from related male trees, due to the fact that a male tree may 
fertilize many different seed trees, resulting in paternal half-sibs 
among the progeny arrays. Thus, seed must be also collected in other 
populations, to increase the effective size of progeny arrays.
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